
12-9-2023 USPA Masterclass #49 Zoom Chat:  

Balancing the Elementary Particles; an experiment in Radionics with Marty Lucas 

Time Name  Comment 

0:20:52 Gloria N: I have no sound! 

0:21:13 Ar: check your meeting or computer settings 

0:21:33 Gloria N: okay thanks 

0:22:05 James H: Hi to everyone from Colombia. 

0:22:26 Dianne L: Reacted to "Hi to everyone from ..." with 🙌🏼 

0:22:41 Ar: theres a button to the left that says audio 

0:22:46 James H: Villa De Leyva 

0:23:08 Dianne L: Reacted to "Villa De Leyva" with 💚 

0:25:23 Victor A:  what is his website again 

0:29:52 Stephen Q: Stephen Quong’s web site:  https://jyotisha.com 

0:30:21 Victor A:  thank you Sir 

0:30:36 D Coop: Reacted to "thank you Sir" with ❤️ 

0:31:06 USPA thanks to our sponsor Stephen Quong 

0:31:52 USPA If you would like to sponsor a Masterclass contact Scott at Contact@psychotronics.org 

0:32:56 Trina C: i am so interested in this. I have been wanting ti use radionics to fight the roaches we 
cannot quite get rid of here in Florida after Our neighbor had a redecoration. 

0:36:33 USPA Please use the Chat to ask questions for Jerry 

0:36:44 Trina C: Reacted to "Please use the Chat ..." with 👍 

0:40:49 Rena S: Jerry how do you effect healing? What’s your process?  And can you do yourself or only 
others? 

0:41:47 Trina C: Reacted to "Jerry how do you eff..." with 👍 

0:41:55 Susan G. I remember Dave well! He always had a tub of his special macrobiotic food with him. 
Brilliant character. 

0:42:13 Trina C: and where can we find these books? i 

0:43:39 Rena Sr: How far can you take it Jerry? Can you turn cancer around, prevent acute worsening and 
thereby save a life? 

0:44:46 D C: Jerry, do you see different levels of the person? Ie physical, mental, emotional, what time 
line people are on etc 

0:45:31 Vaios E: Replying to "How far can you take..." Life doesn’t end with death, so ‘save a life’ is a 
paradox. 

0:45:41 Trina C: Reacted to "Life doesn’t end wit..." with ❤️ 

0:45:42 Dianne L: I’d like to hear your thoughts around grand mal seizures, suggestions for addressing? Thank 
you 

0:46:56 Trina C: this wonderful. I am so glad I did not miss this 

0:47:30 Dianne L: I understand what you’re saying about merging with their emotions 

0:47:47 Basil F: How does one develop applied awareness? ( very general question, but hoping for 
specifics} What are blocks that might hinder this? 

0:49:40 Amala El: Is there anyway to increase the sound? 



0:49:43 Trina C: can I volunteer? I have a skin condition I have been fighting for a year. The doctors don't 
know what it is. I think Moms covid vax shed on me. Or better yet can I use this process on 
myself? 

0:50:25 D Coop: How can we contact you? 

0:50:40 Trina C: Replying to "How can we contact y..." great question 

0:50:47 irma S: I am happy to volunteer for a subject and pay for it. 

0:50:59 Lynne S: https://jerrywills.com 

0:51:02 A D: https://jerrywills.com/ 

0:51:11 Matei G: As far as i read, based on the fact that lizards regenerate organs, some try to do the same  
with other animals( they try to activate that part of dna that allow this regeneration) 

0:51:26 Trina C: Reacted to "As far as i read, ba..." with ❤️ 

0:51:45 Dianne L: Reacted to "As far as i read, ba..." with � 

0:52:00 Trina C: amazing! 

0:52:19 D C: Do you work the same way with animals? 

0:52:29 Gregory O: Where does awareness rest once the work is complete? 

0:52:32 Trina C: attach to awareness! 

0:52:53 D Coop: Reacted to "https://jerrywills.c…" with ❤️ 

0:52:55 D Coop: Reacted to "https://jerrywills.c…" with ❤️ 

0:53:37 Derek U: How does this differ from astral projection, and remote viewing? 

0:54:44 Trina C: I LOVE this guy! 

0:55:01 S.C.  I reached out to you a few years ago and then your website disappeared. I have a friend 
who needs help. She takes care of her mother, she can barely survive physically she is in 
constant pain 24/7. And is llergic to pain meds. 

0:55:48 Libby R: Reacted to "I LOVE this guy!" with ❤️ 

0:56:05 Dianne L: Whoa powerful statement. I feel that 

0:56:16 Trina C: Replying to "Whoa powerful statem..." yes. 

0:56:49 Basil F: Do you have experience with persons that have done weather manipulation? Ingo Swann 
was a remote viewer (official label). I don’t know of any description/label for the weather 
manipulators. 

0:57:13 Antoinette 
D.: 

Thank you for sharing your wisdom, Jerry. Will you speak about what happens with folks 
POST rebalancing of energy? Have you found that folks transform habits and behaviors that 
contribute to the need for balancing? How do you direct people to embrace habits that 
sustain wellness? 

0:57:19 Trina C: thank you Jerry, For doing this masterclass. your perspective is truly enlightening. 

0:57:34 Darcy B: Can we teach ourselves to heal? 

0:58:02 Donna W: Reacted to "Can we teach ourselv..." with 👍 

0:59:22 James H: Great I love it, it makes total sense. 

0:59:35 Trina C: Reacted to "Great I love it, it ..." with 👍 

0:59:54 Dianne L: Reacted to "Great I love it, it ..." with � 

1:00:15 Steve S: covid was a scam! 



1:00:53 Steve S: agreed, man made manipulative big pharma government power grab. and the vax is toxic 

1:00:58 Trina C: Replying to "covid was a scam!" it was a man made parasite, that was put into the world. 

1:01:13 Trina C: Replying to "agreed, man made man..." this 

1:01:31 D C: Do you find the “experiencing” part of your healing process actually grows your sense of 
“applied awareness”? 

1:04:18 Trina C: this is awe inspiring. I have a new idol. 

1:08:46 Trina C: where do i get that coffee cup? 

1:09:05 Brian A: Basil, weather manip, read "PK MAN" by Jeffrey Mishlove. Also speaking to clouds & 
storms entities, google Paralda (king of air elementals), that you can commune with. 

1:09:24 Trina C: Reacted to "Basil, weather manip..." with ❤️ 

1:09:44 Dianne L: 100%, yes! thank you 

1:09:48 Brenda M: Amen to that.❤️ 

1:10:00 USPA Please support uspa and become a member $35/year with access to all of our 
Masterclasses and more  Psychotronics.org 

1:10:11 Trina C: Reacted to "Please support uspa ..." with ❤️ 

1:10:19 Vaios E: Reacted to "Please support uspa ..." with ❤️ 

1:10:37 Trina C: Replying to "Please support uspa ..." i am thinking I am ready to do a lifetime membership. 

1:11:22 Lalita S: I missed the link to the classes. Kindly give it again. Thanks. 

1:11:23 Susan G. Jerry has been a dear friend for over 30 years. We played in the band, UFAUX together. I 
can vouch for Jerry’s abilities over and over again. As a horse trainer, he helped many 
horses with “mystery” ailments. He’s helped my friends and family, and has boosted my 
energy and confidence more times than I can count. 

1:11:56 Dianne L: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with � 

1:13:14 Denise H: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with � 

1:15:14 USPA Reacted to "i am thinking I am r..." with ❤️ 

1:15:39 Trina C: amen! 

1:17:21 J .: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with ❤️ 

1:18:00 Trina C: Im joining Jerry's website as well! 

1:18:37 USPA jerry wills.com 

1:18:46 Trina C: Glad to be a goofball! 

1:19:58 Trina C: 404 pm 

1:20:50 Tina C: Jerry: Do you also heal emotional and mental afflictions? 

1:22:20 Vaios E: 😂😂 

1:22:43 Trina C: Thank God feor sending Jerry Back! 

1:24:07 A D: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with � 

1:24:14 A D: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with ❤️ 

1:24:22 A D: Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with 👍🏼 

1:26:37 Victor A:  so what happens when a person is in accoma… neither hereor there 

1:28:13 Victor A:  because I don't remember anything 

1:28:14 S.C.  Reacted to "Jerry has been a dea..." with ❤️ 



1:28:40 Jane M: You're a good guy Jerry. 

1:28:48 Trina C: Reacted to "You're a good guy Je..." with ❤️ 

1:28:49 Derek U: How does this differ from astral projection, and remote viewing? 

1:29:55 Antoinette 
D.: 

Reacted to "Jerry: Do you also h..." with 👍 

1:31:53 Vaios E: Reacted to "You're a good guy Je..." with ❤️ 

1:32:03 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "You're a good guy Je..." with ❤️ 

1:32:16 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "Jerry: Do you also h..." with 👍🏼 

1:32:19 Victor A:  so can we control dogs that are being vicious and ready to attack? 

1:32:36 Karl K: Jerry, what do you make of astral projection? I met an old lady in Brazil who until the age 
of 16 did not even realize that other people do not astral project. She gave up this "sport" 
after a spiritual master told her this is not the purpose of her incarnation. So she only did 
charity, though she remained otherwise intriguingly gifted. She even noticed the presence 
of ETs when sitting in a beam I used to treat her for her serious lung condition. 

1:34:06 Jessica G: when talking to animals, do you do it aloud or in your head. thanks 

1:35:08 Trina C: thank you Jerry 

1:36:12 Nuzhat H: Can this kind of "healing" be used to spiritually heal entities (humans or aliens) who are 
antagonistic to human life? In general, can one use this approach to soften anyone who is 
doing harm to society or any living being or the universe? 

1:36:25 Trina C: Reacted to "Can this kind of "he..." with ❤️ 

1:36:36 Victor A:  Reacted to "Can this kind of "he..." with ❤️ 

1:36:43 Jessica G: can you talk to animals remotely? 

1:37:00 D C: How about the fleas on dogs and cats? 

1:37:07 Trina C: Reacted to "How about the fleas ..." with ❤️ 

1:37:29 Karl K: Ants respond very well to specific runes. When the right rune is properly placed on the 
right spot on the floor, the ants left by themselves. 

1:37:37 Trina C: that is because they are parasitic. 

1:39:05 Gregory O: It sounds like Awareness is the Philosopher's stone � 

1:39:24 Basil F: Some of us are here because we promised to be here, even if we don’t remember what we 
promised when we came in to this life. 

1:39:29 Vaios E: Reacted to "It sounds like Aware..." with 🙏 

1:40:14 Trina C: Reacted to "Some of us are here ..." with 👍 

1:40:16 USPA Please support uspa and become a member $35/year with access to all of our 
Masterclasses and more  Psychotronics.org 

1:40:21 Jessica G: Replying to "Some of us are here ..."  I think every one came here because they agreed to 
be here, but don't remember. 

1:40:30 Trina C: Reacted to "It sounds like Aware..." with 👍 

1:40:43 Trina C: Reacted to "I think every one ca..." with ❤️ 

1:40:51 Jessica G: Reacted to "Please support uspa ..." with 👍 

1:41:38 Gayle B: Reacted to "I think every one ca..." with ❤️ 

1:41:45 Vaios E: Reacted to "I think every one ca..." with ❤️ 



1:41:51 Trina C: Replying to "Please support uspa ..." I am so So SO glad to be a member. I will always be a 
member. I cannot thank you all enough for this platform. 

1:42:00 Gayle B: Reacted to "Please support uspa ..." with 👍 

1:42:06 Victor A:  yea someone told me that I signed a contract to come here, but I do not remember what I 
signed, and to do what, I do not remember either 

1:42:39 Jessica G: can you talk more on how you bring peace? thanks 

1:42:55 Trina C: i will be buying this recording. It needs to be in my library. 

1:43:00 Linda B: do you need the soul's permission - in the event that they are here for that particular 
teaching? 

1:43:08 Trina C: Reacted to "do you need the soul..." with 👏 

1:43:24 D C: Do you work on groups especially with a group from class four? 

1:43:32 Jessica G: the peace of God 

1:43:37 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "do you need the soul..." with 👍🏼 

1:43:50 Victor A:  Reacted to "do you need the soul..." with 👍🏼 

1:47:15 D C: I have read many of Ingo’s books! 

1:47:56 Trina C: that would be an interesting book. Ingo and Jerry seeing the same thing. I love it Remote 
presence! 

1:48:25 D C: Yes! 

1:48:26 Beverly R" How can we overcome any personal disbeliefs in relation to healing ourselves or others? 

1:49:04 Trina C: Reacted to "How can we overcome ..." with ❤️ 

1:49:46 Derek U: How to decrease non attachment to outcome? 

1:50:27 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "How to decrease non ..." with 👍🏼 

1:50:37 USPA no contract to be here… we just add you to our email list… you may opt out 

1:50:46 Jimmer P: I am sorry. I have to leave. Excellent presentation. Great insights to review. Thank you. 

1:51:26 USPA thanks to our sponsor stephen quang !!! check out his next class next weekend 

1:51:51 Basil F: weather manipulation - hurricane control, i.e. dismantling the hurricane - gentling it, it 
normally takes more a few persons, tidal waves, etc. clearing clouds for storms (easier) 
redirecting tornado paths, right now hoping there are many gentling the polar vortices on 
both continents 

1:52:43 Lalita S: Out of body journey of soul. Can othere souls take over the body? 

1:53:09 Vaios E: Replying to "Out of body journey ..." No 

1:53:28 Trina C: thank you! 

1:53:51 Vaios E: Replying to "Out of body journey ..."  Your guardian Angels protects it 

1:53:59 Trina C: I cannot wait to get one 

1:54:12 Trina C: love it 

1:54:23 Jane M: Thank you Jerry. Thank you Scott. 

1:54:23 Lalita S: Replying to "Out of body journey ..."  Thanks 

1:54:31 Trina C: Reacted to "Thank you Jerry. Tha..." with ❤️ 

1:54:43 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "Thank you Jerry. Tha..." with ❤️ 

1:54:43 Trina C: Yes! Thank you both say much! 

1:54:47 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "Yes! Thank you both ..." with ❤️ 



1:54:50 Becky D: Thanks, very interesting! 

1:54:58 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "Yes! Thank you both ..." with 👍🏼 

1:55:07 Jessica G: thank you for your time and free information! 

1:55:36 Basil F: last minute question if possible - any issues with meditating during thunderstorms - 
lightning strikes nearby seem to be an issue when meditating / grounding 

1:56:16 J .: Thoughts on anti aging, AI, last words of wisdom? 

1:56:22 Allan P: this guy is a blessing 

1:56:23 D C: Thanks for sharing your wisdom and fantastic stories today!� 

1:56:34 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "Thanks for sharing y..." with 👍🏼 

1:56:54 Trina C: I do not see a merch section on his page. 

1:57:52 Lalita S: What are the nutrients? 

1:57:58 Trina C: Reacted to "What are the nutrien..." with ❤️ 

1:58:09 Jessica G: Reacted to "What are the nutrien..." with 👍 

1:58:27 Trina C: Reacted to "this guy is a blessi..." with ❤️ 

2:01:18 Trina C: fascinating, I just bought niacimide from amazon to make nitric oxide. where do i get the 
good stuff. 

2:01:20 Brian A: 1. Jerry mentioned seeing entities such as deceased relatives when young, and the voice as 
he fell during his NDE. Any experience with Angels, demons, other entities? 

2:01:39 Dianne L: Reacted to "1. Jerry mentioned s..." with 👍🏼 

2:01:53 Trina C: tell us please? 

2:02:06 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "1. Jerry mentioned s..." with 👍🏼 

2:02:12 Brian A: 2. He mentioned an extractive healing process, such as putting energy into the cancer cells, 
turning them into energy & uploading to God. is there a restorative process, such as fixing 
osteoporosis, repairing bones & missing cartilage? 

2:02:44 Trina C: thank you!! 

2:03:05 Nuzhat H: Reacted to "2. He mentioned an e..." with 👍🏼 

2:03:29 Trina C: exotic elements. got it. do you tell us on the page how to use them? 

2:03:53 Brian A: 3. The advertising for this talk included "human body as radionic antenna". Does he have 
any experience with actual radionic instruments, and if so I have a questions regarding 
that, with a specific diagram showing use of a psionic helmet vs. a full body (head to toe) 
attachment to a radionic instrument. 

2:04:08 Trina C: GO SCOTT! 

2:04:16 Shaylynne S: L-Arginine when taken, converts to Nitric Oxide 

2:04:25 Trina C: Reacted to "L-Arginine when take..." with ❤️ 

2:04:50 Trina C: Replying to "L-Arginine when take..." and tuning forks C and G make nitric oxide in the 
body. 

2:05:06 Shaylynne S: Reacted to "and tuning forks C a..." with ❤️ 

2:05:31 Lalita S: Replying to "L-Arginine when take..." What is tuning fork C and G thanks? 

2:05:59 Trina C: I vote this the best masterclass of the year! oops it is a new year, nix that. 

2:06:04 Julie B: Is there a way to repair our conneciton to Source so we can give our illnesses to Source and 
heal that way? 

2:06:18 Trina C: Reacted to "Is there a way to re..." with ❤️ 



2:06:26 Trina C: Replying to "Is there a way to re..." amazing question. 

2:06:34 Lalita S: Replying to "L-Arginine when take..."  Do the nutrients at jerrywilis site have to be taken on 
ongoing basis? Thanks 

2:07:01 Trina C: we have intered the healing and learning milinium obviously 

2:07:04 Janet Lee M: Can we ask a question? 

2:07:20 Lucy A: Replying to "Is there a way to re..."   Great 👍 question 

2:07:22 Trina C: that is actually the point of the chat 

2:07:42 Trina C: Replying to "Can we ask a questio..." that was to you. 

2:09:52 Virginia L: What do you use to 'tune' into a particular person remotely? 

2:10:20 Kathy J: When one is in a rest and relaxation state, that's when the self-healing takes place. 

2:10:24 Trina C: Replying to "What do you use to '..." you only have to call them up by name in your mind. 

2:10:31 Brenda M: Resonates? 

2:10:41 Vaios E: paraphrase: I bring love to them because I am love. 

2:10:42 Trina C: Replying to "Resonates?"  yes! 

2:10:51 Virginia L: Reacted to "you only have to c..." with 👍 

2:11:01 Kathy J: Reacted to "paraphrase: I bring ..." with 💜 

2:11:32 Trina C: so it is your own perceiving of it. 

2:11:45 Trina C: Reacted to "paraphrase: I bring ..." with ❤️ 

2:12:10 Trina C: lol 

2:12:12 Derek U: i love that perspective 

2:12:18 Trina C: Reacted to "i love that perspect..." with ❤️ 

2:12:33 Trina C: Replying to "i love that perspect..." me too. he just solved half our problem! 

2:12:43 Darcy B: Thank you so much Scott and Jerry! 

2:13:01 Trina C: Replying to "Thank you so much Sc..." Yes Agreed thank you both! 

2:13:22 Brenda M: Yes thank you Jerry and Scott. 

2:14:02 Kathy J: Thank you for the talk today,. 

2:14:03 Allan P: this is the best interview you've ever brought us 

2:14:10 Trina C: Reacted to "this is the best int..." with ❤️ 

2:14:17 Trina C: I agree! 

2:14:30 Vaios E: Reacted to "this is the best int..." with 🙏 

2:15:10 Janet Lee M: The Brooha sounds like Big Pharma.😊 

2:15:11 USPA Reacted to "Yes thank you Jerry ..." with ❤️ 

2:15:22 Trina C: Reacted to "The Brooha sounds li..." with 👍 

2:15:27 Jessica G: Reacted to "The Brooha sounds li..." with 👍 

2:15:27 Trina C: Replying to "The Brooha sounds li..." yep 

2:15:33 Brenda M: 😂 

2:15:42 Trina C: Reacted to "😂" with 😂 

2:16:06 Derek U: how to buffer and transmute the energy if you have belief systems around the initial 
energy? 

2:16:14 USPA thanks everyone…please join USPA at psychotronics.org 



2:16:25 D Coop: Reacted to "thanks everyone…plea…" with ❤️ 

2:16:26 Cally: Thank you Jerry and Scott 🙏👏💕💕💕 

2:16:27 Trina C: Reacted to "how to buffer and tr..." with ❤️ 

2:16:51 Trina C: that is awesome!! 

2:17:21 Trina C: Reacted to "thanks everyone…plea..." with ❤️ 

2:17:48 Trina C: Replying to "thanks everyone…plea..." thank you for inviting him and us to this wonderful 
platform. 

2:18:10 Janet Lee M: Replying to "thanks everyone…plea..." 

2:18:36 D C: hahaha 

2:18:41 Trina C: i am just so happy right now. 

2:19:22 Teresa J: that’s JOY, bliss 

2:19:22 Trina C: That is going to be so helpful dealing with my MOM! 

2:19:27 Trina C: yes! 

2:19:31 Trina C: Thank you! 

2:19:34 Genevieve C: Thank you 

2:19:35 Lalita S: Thank you. 

2:19:38 Christine D: Thank you Jerry!!! 

2:19:51 Theresa V: Thank you for sharing. This was amazing! 

2:19:53 Vaios E: Thank you all ! 

2:19:57 Trina C: already done. 

2:19:58 Ellen K: Wonderful sharing ! ELLEN KAMHI The Natural Nurse 

2:20:01 Mary K: Thank you! 

2:20:05 D C: Thank you Stephen 

2:20:07 Audrey A: Thank you Jerry and Scott- this was a wonderful presentation.  Thank you so much! 

2:20:09 Anais St: Recording available, yes? When? Where? 

2:20:09 Nuzhat H: 👏🏼 

2:20:17 J .: This was amazing…I emailed as many people to let them know about your presentation!!!  
Soooo much FUN!  Thanks & Namaste!!! 

2:20:18 D Coop: Thank you! 

2:20:19 Pontus H: Thank you very much! 

2:20:23 Trina C: Replying to "Recording available,..."  tomorrow in the members section 

2:20:26 Lucy A: Thanks 🙏🕊🙏 

2:20:29 Dennis D: 🙏🏼 

2:20:31 Brian A: thanks Jerry & Stephen. I'll check both your sites 

2:20:35 Carola C: Thank you, this was great! 

2:20:37 Anais St: Thank you SOOOO much! Love USPA. 💟 

2:20:39 Denise H: Thank you!! 

2:20:40 Alan G: Thank you Jerry and USPA. 

2:20:47 Ben B: Many thanks 

2:21:03 Veronica S. Great, great talk, thank you Jerry, loved and enjoyed the talk. 

2:21:11 irma S: I had a terrific time, so grateful to all of you 



2:21:22 Trina C: looking forward to it. 

2:21:23 Karl K: Thank you, Jerry, two thumbs up! 

2:21:24 Wendy D: Thank you very much Jerry, you are amazing!!! 

2:21:45 Marilyn S: Thank you very much 

2:21:46 Susan G. Fantastic talk Jer, as always! Wayne and I enjoyed it very much. Thank you to Scott for 
hosting. 

2:21:54 irma S: Jerry you are so amazing! 

2:21:56 Derek U: thanks jerry 

2:22:04 Marty L: Great presentation!  Thank you. 

2:22:05 Trina C: thank you thank you 

2:22:14 Kathy J: eternal source blessings to Jerry, Scott and all to attended. 

2:22:20 Trina C: Reacted to "eternal source bless..." with ❤️ 

2:22:23 Brenda M: a very quick 2 hours ! 

2:22:26 Trina C: Replying to "eternal source bless..."  thank you too 

2:22:32 Basil F: Blessings to all. May the energy and wisdom of these moments carry forth like ripples in 
the pool. 

2:22:36 Sky D. Wow!  Fantastic!  Thank you, Jerry and USPA! 

2:22:43 Allan P: great show today 

2:22:45 Dianne L: Thank you so much 

2:22:46 Trina C: one of your best classes 

2:22:54 S.C.  Thank you Jerry and Kathy\ 

2:22:56 Jessica G: <3 

2:23:00 Virginia L: Thank you! 

2:23:01 Trina C: goodby 

2:23:02 Nelson H: Namaste 

2:23:10 Katy M: Thank you 

2:23:12 Kamari V: Thank you 

 


